In this Letter we report on the development of a practical method for generating samples of multi-fragment distributions within the framework of a statistic model for nuclear disassembly. While the method is quite general and may have wide applicability, the realm of physics we have in mind is that of medium-energy nuclear collisions.
In such collisions a highly excited transient system may be formed and subsequently disassemble into many nuclear fragments. This problem has been addressed in refs. [1] [2] , which study the one-fragment inclusive distributions within a statistical model. Recent developments in detection technique demand . that the exclusive distributions be considered, and it is of interest to calculate complete events on the basis of a statistical model. This amounts to assuming that all multi-fragment states compatible with the overall conservation laws are equally probable. [In the nuclear problem it may be necessary to divide the collision system (e.g. into participants and spectators) bef~re invoking statistics (see ref. [3] ) but this need not concern us here.] The practical task is then to generate a sample of multi-fragment events distributed statistically in accordance with the appropriate exclusive microcanonical distribOtion function. This undertaking is rather cumbersome, particularly when many different fragment species are included. It is therefoie desirable to develop a suitable approximate method. Below we formulate the mathematical task, describe our approximation, and discuss its validity.
In an ideal exclusive measurement complete information is obtained on all ~ the fragments in the final state. A given event, say f,. is then characterized by the quantities {pia, i . E (l,n )} . Here n is the multiplicity of . a a aa a -fragments of the particular species a= n,p,d,t, ... These na fragments are labeled (arbitrarily) by ia E (l,na) and their four-momenta are denoted -3-p~a = (p~a,E~a). Because of the identity of the fragments within a given species the actual labeling is without physical significance, i.e. f is invari.ant under permutations of the labels .;a· The total fragment multiplicity of the event f is given by nf = ~ na.
The set of all such events, the event space~= {f}, has certain algebraic properties, which are of great notational convenience. For example, any two events may be added, r + f =f. By this we mean that n + n = n . 'tJa --a a a an_d, furthermore, that:{p! , i,., E (l,n )} u {pia, i E (l,n )} = ' "" ' "" a a a a {pia ·; E -(1 n)} 'tJa We note that the null event._ f = 0, which has n,., = 0 'r;/a, a-. ' a ' a · ' "" is the neutral element under addition. The events with unit total multiplicity are E)em~ntary objects in the event space: any event f can be decomposed in terms of one-fragment events: f = Ef k where k = 1, ... , nf) and nf = 1 ' tJ k. It k is also convenient that some events can_be compared: we shall write f ~f (or f ~f) iff 3f: f + r = f' i.e. the event f ·encompasses the event f.
In the statistical model, the disassembly depends only on the conserved quantities of the system, which in the present case are the total baryon number A 0 , the total charge number Z 0 , and the total four-momentum P 0 = (P 0 ,E 0 The excltisive distribution p·pertains to the situation where the ( 2) specification of the final state is complete, corresponding to an e.xclusive measurement. When only partial specification of the final state is made, as is most often the case, the relevant quantity is the corresponding inclusive distribution p. This quantity can be obtained from the exclusive distribution by integrating over the unobserved quantities. In particular, when the partial measurement is such that complete information is obtained for some of the fragments, the inclusive distribution is given by
Here the observed partial event is denoted by t and the summation is over all final states f that encompass the specified observation r. It is simple.to express the inclusive distribution in terms of the phase space integrals (2) :
i.e. the. inclusive probability for the partial event 1 is equal to the corresponding complementary phase space integral '(i 0 -i[fJ) divided by the total phas·e space integral _3( i 0 ).
By combination of (2) and (4) it is possible to factorize p{i 0 lf) into simpler quantities:
,.
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where f + f = f. This relation expresses the fac.t that the exclusive · probability for obtaining the· event f is equal to the ·inclusive probability for obtaining a part of the event, t ~ f, times the exclusive probability for obtaining the complementary event f = f -t, given that f has already been obtai ned.
By·repeated use of the above relation (5), it is possible to factorize the 1 !eixclusive probability p into inclusive probabilities. In particular, by decompos:ingthe specified final multi-fragment event fin terms of elemenary one-fragment eve~ts fk, p(i 0 lf) can be factorized into one-fragment inclusive d1stribut .. ions:
Here we have d~fined ik =.ik_ 1 . .
The exclusive factor p(in lo) vanishes unless the quantities specified by in ··all . f . . f vanish, thus guaranteeing that the event f is in fact accessible by the. disassembling system characterized by i 0
The .factorization (6} of the exclusive multi-fragment distribution p into inclusive one-fragment distributions is particularly convenient when one.seeks to generate a statistical .representation of p, i.e. a .sample {f} of -6-multi-fragment events which are statistically distributed in event space according to the probability density p(i 0 lf). To accomplish this task, one may proceed as follows.
Each event f is considered as a sum of elementary one-fragment events, f = ~fk. To generate an event f, one first makes a random selection of the term f 1 on the basis of the· inclusive probability distribution p(i 0 !f 1 ).
Once f 1 has been selected~ the remaining part of the event is known to be characterized by the quantities i 1
subsequently selected on the basis of p(i 1 !f 2 ), and the further reduced residual event can be characterized. This procedure is iterated until no residual system remains. [That this is guaranteed to happen at some point follows from the fact that only actually accessible states are constructed by this procedure: In eq. {5) the inclusive probability p is only nonvanishing if in fact the specified event f is part of an actually accessible event f, and thus f has an accessible counterpart such that f + f = f •. Therefore, the outlined procedure has unit efficiency (i.e. one need never abort the construction procedure and start over again).] In this way.a single event f is constructed. By employing the procedure repeatedly, a sample {f} of desired size can be generated.
The procedure described above is a mathematically valid way of generating a representative sample of the exact many-fragment distribution p(i 0 lf).
However, it requires the exact one-fragment inclusive distributions, which are cumbersome to cal'culate, particularly when several excitable fragment species are included.
Some degree of appro~imation is therefore necessary. Fortunately, one-fragment distributions, which are the only ones required in the procedure, are much easier to approximate than more exclusive quantities. It is 
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As explained in refs. [1,2], ~a(B) is the intrinsic partition function for the species a, and the dimensionless parameter x expresses the disassembly volume ..
baryon. In order to leave the mean kinetic. energy unaffected by the
truncation, the temperature parameter is increased appropriately. While thi.S modification is s~all and inconsequential as long as th~ fragment is rel ati vel y sma 11, it become·s essenti a 1 towards the end of the fragmentation sequence. In particular, at the final stage, when the source splits into the last two fragments, the employed modification automatically yields the exact microcanonical momentum distribution. ·This limiting property greatly improves the accuracy of our method.
In order to illustrate our method with regard to t~ekinetic energies, let us disregard for simplicity all binding effects so that only nucleons are produced. Since the fragments are generated sequentially in our method it is· possible to consider th~ energy distribution for the k'th nucleon generated.
where k E (l,A ). For two samples of 1000 events corresponding to the total However, the effect is seen to be relatively modest, lifting the overall average dispersion from its grand canonical value of 31.5 MeV to around 32.6
MeV.
It is, of course, not easy to safely ascertain the quantitative accuracy· of our calculational approximation since the exact solution, the microcanonical distribution, is not available. However, provided that the disassembling system is not too small, a reasonably accurate approximation to the one-fragment inclusive quantities is provided by the grand canonical distribution. Since this latter distribution is obtained on the basis of the total system, while our calculation uses (truncated} grand canonical· distributions for successively smaller ~ystems, a good correspondence between the two is not~ priori guaranteed and need be tested explicitly. 
